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It's National Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Enter to Win a New Hot Tub

The pink Fantasy Spa has been donated by Hotsprings Spas of Carson City and Lake Tahoe. The
spa will be given away during a drawing to be held in November at Heritage Bank in Carson City.

Everyone is encouraged to stop by any Heritage Bank location and make a donation to the National
Breast Cancer Foundation Inc. Each $10 donation gives the donor one entry into the spa giveaway.
100% of all donations will go directly to the National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc. There is one
guaranteed winner. The winner may apply the value of the spa, $3,695, to the spa of their choice from
Hotsprings Spas. Spa includes the cover, step, taxes and standard local delivery within 20 miles of
any Heritage Bank of Nevada Branch courtesy of Hotsprings Spas. The winner must be 18 years of
age or older to qualify for the give-away. 
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Tips for Upselling
How to capture secondary sales without being too pushy

One of the best ways to boost your margins is to use the momentum of a larger sale to convince a
customer to make a smaller, secondary purchase. This strategy, called upselling, can be tricky to
implement correctly and effectively, so it pays to remember a few important tips.

Make it relevant

One of the best ways to upsell
products is to make sure that the
second product is relevant to the
first. Entrepreneur and business
advisor Neil Patel, writing for
Forbes, uses the example of
McDonald’s — specifically, the
famous phrase, “Do you want fries
with that?” Since fries go quite
naturally with cheeseburgers, it
seems much more natural to
suggest that the customer should
make their purchase a meal, and
it’s a suggestion that the customer
is likely to heed without bristling.
Another example would be selling
a knife sharpener to someone who
is purchasing a new set of cutlery.  

Limit your suggestions

One tip from Business.com’s Jerry Low is to limit upsell recommendations to avoid overwhelming a
customer and potentially losing a sale. Throwing too much at a customer who had planned to
purchase one thing may ward them off entirely, and it might mean they won’t come back to your
business because they felt too pressured. Instead, stick to a few carefully chosen options for the
customer to choose from. GoDaddy, for example, offers a domain privacy program, web hosting and
email hosting as upsell options for customers registering a domain name.

Hold back

If you are in the process of making a sale and closing with a customer, you might see an opportunity
for an upsell that you are eager to pounce on. Patel recommends patience in this instance, upsell
attempts made before finishing the initial transaction “risky at best.” For many customers, upselling
before they have even decided to make a purchase can cause them to walk away from the transaction
altogether.

Know thy customer

A well-targeted upsell requires thorough knowledge of the customer. If a customer repeatedly comes
into a restaurant for a steak, it might behoove the server to recommend a wine pairing, a new side
option or even suggest opting up into a higher-quality grade of meat. By demonstrating that you have
familiarity with a customer’s tastes and preferences, they are more likely to trust your judgment in
determining what might be best for them.



Even if you are dealing with a new customer, you can take the opportunity to get to know them and
learn their preferences. Ask them what they are looking for in a product and aim your subsequent
upsells at how an additional good or service will complement their wants or needs. This should also
include getting a sense of a customer’s financial limitations: If they make it abundantly clear that they
are looking to spend as little as possible, only try to upsell items that are modestly priced and can be
tied to their appreciation for value.

Strategic upselling can lead to increased sales and happier customers, provided you approach the
process correctly. Make an effort to think about your customers’ perspective and you’ll likely find
yourself enjoying better sales and more repeat business.
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What E-Commerce Site is Right for Your Business?
Selling online doesn’t have to be a struggle

The past few years have seen a dramatic shift in the way Americans shop. The brick-and-mortar world
of retail is quickly losing ground to online sales. While many of those sales go to giants like Amazon,
your business can fight back by also selling online. Who knows? There could even be people states
away that are interested in the products or services you offer. If you’re ready to start selling online but
need some help getting a website up and running, consider one of these e-commerce platforms.

Shopify

When you search online for
e-commerce platforms, Shopify is
one of the top search results. In
January, Bill Carmody, the founder
and CEO of Trepoint, rated the
platform as his top provider for
2018 on Inc. The industry
recognizes Shopify for offering
unique selling opportunities and a
quick and easy setup process. A
key major differentiator is the ability
to sell products on social media for
just $9, which brings your store one
step closer to your consumers. One
of the downsides, however, is that
if you choose not to use Shopify
Payment to collect money, you’ll be
on the hook for additional
transaction fees. Its proprietary
coding language also means that,
even if you have coding knowledge, you’ll have to pay additional money for certain types of
customization.

Wix

If you are absolutely clueless when it comes to web design, consider Wix. Website Builder Expert
points out that Wix has a long history of helping people from all backgrounds build websites with a tool
that relies mostly on simple drag-and-drop options. Besides traditional website options, Wix does have
the ability to create e-commerce sites for small businesses. Wix’s primary focus is basic site design,
so if you intend to exclusively sell online or carry a large inventory, it might not be the best option for
you.

WooCommerce

Another option from Carmody’s Inc. list is WooCommerce, which is ideal if you already operate a site
on the popular WordPress platform. WooCommerce is a plug-in that you can add to your site, and with
basic coding knowledge it’s fairly easy to make the system fit your needs. It also comes with a secure
payment gateway and a shopping cart. However, users note that adding a shopping cart to your site
means you’ll need to invest more, and that the plug-in starts to hit roadblocks if you have too many
products or customers. This could be a good option if you plan on limited online selling to supplement
what you already do in your shop.



The world of e-commerce can seem big and confusing, but there is a niche for almost any type of
business. If all of this seems too much, consider talking to a professional website developer to discuss
your options.
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Why You Should Reconsider Your Hiring Processes
How to make sure your business’s biggest bet pays off

In business, there is perhaps no bigger or more important step toward success than getting the right
people on board. The hiring process can be something of a gamble even for the well-initiated.
Bringing in the wrong employee may not stunt the growth of your business so much as it takes it back
a couple of steps. To avoid finding yourself in a tough spot because you bet on the wrong horse, you
may want to consider reevaluating your hiring processes and changing it to better meet your needs.

Be clear about what you want

If your business has an immediate
need that must be filled, you might
be inclined to rush to the job
boards with a quickly
thrown-together job description and
hope that you cast a wide enough
net to catch a hungry candidate or
two. Author and former Fortune 500
executive Lisa Quast writes for
Forbes that this approach should
be avoided at all costs. Instead,
you should take the time necessary
to craft a well-drawn job
description, even if that includes
taking the time to introspectively
consider what you’re looking for in
a candidate. By sketching a clearer
picture of the kind of person you
need for a role, you’re more likely
to find an employee who will
complete the picture perfectly.

Put candidates through the paces

Once you’ve narrowed the field down to a few attractive candidates, you’ll begin the interview
process. You might get a good enough feeling about a candidate with one interview, but Hire Senior
Product Manager Berit Hoffmann writes that a study conducted by Google determined that four
interviews allowed the company to predict whether a candidate was right for the job 86 percent of the
time. Hoffman notes that the number of interviews should be catered to meet the size of your
business, importance of the role and the competitiveness of the industry in which you work — in some
cases, you may be just fine with a good gut feeling after one interview.

Don’t be overly picky

It might seem counterintuitive to recommend against being demanding when it comes to choosing an
ideal employee, but Glassdoor’s Stacy Pollack suggests that a tendency toward being too exacting
may cause you to miss out on a prime candidate. To counteract this, Pollack recommends foregoing
the typical laser focus on education and industry experience in favor of reading an applicant’s less
tangible skills. Instead of leaning immediately toward a candidate with a degree from a university with
more name recognition or a greater number of years in your industry, see how your candidates
perform in the interview. A potential employee who demonstrates a great deal of drive, a willingness to



learn and the capacity for growth may ultimately be the better choice than someone who has become
more set in their ways and is less malleable to your vision.

By reconsidering the way you hire, you may put yourself in a better position to attract quality
candidates that will help grow your business. Consider your needs, be open to change and learn from
past mistakes, and you’ll be on your way to a complete and successful workforce.
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Get Pre-Approved For a Home Mortgage
Have the Advantage of Being Pre-Approved When You Shop For
Your New Home.
When you're pre-approved for a Home Mortgage from Heritage Bank, you'll know exactly how much
you can afford to spend when making an offer. The mortgage professionals at Heritage Bank will get
it done for you and quickly. 
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BLANKET DRIVE Benefitting The Eddy House
With winter coming, please donate any extra blankets you may
have for our area's homeless young people.

The Eddy House is a fairly new organization – maybe 10 years old – that was started here
locally to help those kids that were in a foster home where at age 18, were kicked out onto
the streets because their foster parents were no longer receiving subsidies for being foster
parents.　

These kids are not bad kids, they are just very young and have nowhere to go. Many of these
young people do not trust adults as they may have been treated badly by them in the
past.　They have found a safe haven and other young people in similar situations at The Eddy
House in Reno.

The Eddy House brings all of our area services to them through their house which is open to them and
located at 423 E. Sixth Street in Reno. This is a safe site without the adult homeless population
influencing them negatively. The Eddy House website is: www.EddyHouse.org .

Many of these young people live on the streets. With winter coming, they are very
appreciative of having blankets to wrap up in. The Eddy House will lend them your donated
blankets and then take them back for The Eldorado to launder and use again. so you should
not see them laying around on the streets. Many area businesses are pitching in to help with
this much needed project.　

Your support and your blankets will be very much appreciated.
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